Managed Migration Services
Let us simplify your move to the cloud.

“With over 1500 test and live customer failovers in 2019, iland has the
highest level of expertise to help customers transition environments
through managed migration”.

Why do it yourself when you can have experts to it for you?
iland managed migration services provide an expert approach to handle migration complexity so you don’t have to.
Industry-leading migration technologies and best practices are applied by the experts who know them best—ensuring
your smooth transition to our Secure Cloud. iland’s Cloud Services team will engage with you to assist with migrating
workloads to an iland Cloud (Secure Cloud or Secure Private Cloud).

Why consider migration services?

Why iland managed migration services?

• To improve the efficiency and dependability of

Working with an experienced migration partner like iland

IT operations
• Enhanced security and compliance
• Free up IT staff to work on strategic projects
• Cover for lack of in-house IT capabilities for
certain functions
• Predictable pricing and manageable costs

can reduce risk, ensure the job is done right the first time
with reduced errors and increased efficiency. You most
likely have competent and highly capable IT staff, but it’s
unlikely you have hundreds of migration projects under
your belt. iland will provide what is needed from start to
finish with:
• World-class experience
• Award-winning tools
• Proven Methodology

In addition, complete documentation is provided:

CONNECTIVITY DESIGN DOCUMENTATION

MIGRATION PROVISIONING FORM

Technical documents and/or diagrams

A detail discovery document used for

providing engineering level information

information gathering and collection of all

and configuration details for the purpose of

Customer specific technical and infrastructure

interconnecting the Customer Primary Site(s)

related information for the sole purpose of

to the designated Provider Site(s) delivering

the Provider delivering the migration service

the service capabilities.

as part of the service contract.

ON-BOARDING PROJECT PLAN

MIGRATION ACTION PLAN

A documented detailed overview of all tasks

A disaster recovery process document

associated with the Provider on-boarding

providing enhanced details for all steps

process for interconnectivity and delivery of

and tasks required for proper migration

the migration services from the Customer

of the Customers replicated Workloads to

Primary Site(s) Workloads within scope of

the designated Provider Site(s). Additional

the mutually agreed upon service contract.

details include task ownership, estimated/

The purpose of this document is to track

actual task duration times, and Customer

ownership, progress and completion of all

specific and managed application acceptance

applicable on-boarding tasks in collaboration

criteria testing processes. This document is

between the Customer and Provider.

developed and managed in collaboration
between the Customer and Provider.

When you choose iland for a managed migration service, you’re getting a dedicated team with that unique combination
of consulting and operational expertise for a smooth-running project. Our experienced consultants are involved alongside
you at every step for a faster setup and production, and our services are designed to enable you to focus on projects and
users, not the migration details. Our process for migrating has been proven in all size environments, and no amount of
data is too large or too small. iland’s managed migration servies ensure that key applications are smoothly migrated to
minimize risk in order to protect your core business.

Protect business. Power innovation.
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